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Abstract 

 

Thermal changes in muscle tissues (i.e: cooling and heating) modulate local oxygen 

transport from the muscle and into the cell. Whether a change in skeletal muscle oxygen 

transport subsequently regulate oxygen consumption (V̇O2m) and tissue oxygenation 

(%TSI) during exercise is unclear. The purpose of this study was to assess the effects of 

skeletal muscle cooling and heating on muscle blood flow (Q̇mus), V̇O2m, and %TSI during 

single-leg isokinetic exercise. Eleven men exercised during 3-min intervals under 

thermoneutral (TN) condition, and localized muscle heating (HT) and cooling (CO), at 

10%, 30%, and 50% of their maximal voluntary contraction (MVC). An occlusion 

technique combined to near-infrared spectroscopy was used to estimate V̇O2m and Q̇mus 

before and after exercise bouts.  

The results of this study showed that Q̇mus was significantly increased in HT, while 

V̇O2m was instead decreased in CO. Muscle temperature did not significantly change %TSI 

during exercise.  Moreover, the relationship between Q̇mus and V̇O2m (TN: 0.173  0.101, 

CO: 0.187  0.0655, and HT:0.107  0.0413) was steeper in CO compared to HT (p = 

0.009). In conclusion, this study demonstrated that muscle temperature regulates the blood 

flow/O2 consumption relationship during incremental isokinetic exercise. 

 

Keywords: near-infrared spectroscopy, oxygen consumption, thermal stress, blood flow, 

skeletal muscle 
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Chapter 1 

1.0 Introduction 

 

The dynamic balance between O2 supply and O2 uptake in metabolically active tissue, 

assessed by muscle blood flow (Q̇mus) and oxygen consumption (V̇O2m), are associated 

with oxidative metabolism, exercise capacity, and cellular health (Boushel et al., 2001; 

Ferrari, Muthalib, & Quaresima, 2011; Mancini et al., 1994). The ability of our muscles 

to diffuse and utilize oxygen exhibits the power supply mechanism that fuels all of 

human voluntary and involuntary movements. The non-invasive assessment of Q̇mus, 

V̇O2m, and tissue oxygenation (%TSI), in healthy and diseased populations, has provided 

valuable insights on the perfusive and diffusive capacities of tissues under homeostatic 

challenges and diseased states. 

 Oxygen transport and uptake of skeletal muscle tissues are influenced by stressors 

such as increased exercise intensity (Lucero et al., 2017; Krustrup et al., 2003; Gonzalez-

Alonso et al., 2003; Radegran, 1997; Saltin et al., 1998; Skovereng, 2011), but also 

temperature (Hom et al., 2004; Gonzalez-Alonso et al., 1999, 2008; Gagnon et al., 2017; 

Yanagisawa et al., 2007). Changes in Q̇mus, V̇O2m, and %TSI across steady state intervals 

protocols have been extensively examined (Murias et al., 2013; Rissanen et al., 2015; 

Lucero et al., 2017). As exercise intensity is increased, an increase in Q̇mus (Radegran, 1997; 

Saltin et al., 1998; Lucero et al., 2017), decrease in %TSI (Gonzalez-Alonso et al., 2003; 

Hom et al., 2004; Lucero et al., 2017), and an increase in V̇O2m (Skovereng., 2011; Krustup 

et al., 2003; Lucero et al., 2017) are regulated by the type and intensity of exercise. This 

adaption to the exercise demand, results in a linear relationship between the increase in 
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blood flow and workload and/or oxygen consumption, as skeletal muscles demand for 

oxygen and inner metabolic activity increase (Andersen & Saltin, 1985; Richardson et al., 

1993; Blomstrand et al., 1997; Radegran 1997; Saltin et al. 1998).  

Thermal stress is also known to modulate blood flow and oxygen uptake responses. 

A study by Gonzalez-Alonso et al. (2003) examined whole-body heat stress on cycling 

performance until exhaustion and found that heat stress significantly reduced whole body 

V̇O2max by 0.44 l/min, resulting  from a faster decline in cardiac output by 1.1 l/min, leading 

to a decrease in active tissue blood flow, oxygen delivery, and ultimately oxygen uptake. 

Heinonen et al. (2011), however, concluded that local heating increases skeletal muscle 

blood flow, but whole body heating heating, via the elevation of core temperature, did not. 

Chiesa et al. (2016), also demonstrated that whole-body heating, increasing core 

temperature, had limited effects on the perfusion of deep tissue. While whole-body heating 

seems to limit cardiac output and oxygen availability during exercise, local heating, instead, 

increases local blood flow and oxygen content.  Oppositely, cold exposure results in 

peripheral vasoconstriction of the skin blood vessels and a reduced blood flow, decreasing 

oxygen availability to the surrounding tissues, regulated by both adrenergic and non-

adrenergic mechanisms (Thompson-Torgerson et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2007). 

Yanagisawa et al. (2007) observed lower oxygen and hemoglobin content in ankle 

dorsiflexor muscles using cooling pads at 20°C, 10°C, and 0°C. Hom et al. (2004) also 

found cooling to cause a decrease in tissue oxygen saturation and blood volume by 16% 

and 15.9% after exercising. Gonzalez-Alonso et al. (1999) analyzed how exercising in the 

heat with either pre-cooling or pre-heating effected development of fatigue, and found that 

pre-cooling of the forearm decreased forearm blood flow significantly during the first 3-8 
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minutes of cycling when compared to neutral and hot conditions (pre-cooling: 2.0 ± 0.2 vs 

control: 8.6 ±1.0 and pre-heating: 11.5 ± 1.4 ml•100ml-1•min-1). Compared to lower oxygen 

availability, muscle cooling further impairs kinetic energy systems, increasing energy 

demand and metabolic load during exercise (Benett, 1985; Sidell, 1998), stemming from a 

lower O2 diffusion coefficient and an increase in intracellular viscosity, ultimately leading 

to an increase in V̇O2 at steady-state workloads (Oksa et al., 2002).  

Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) technology, based on the light scattering and 

absorbing properties, have been used to assess hemoglobin saturation and, indirectly, 

oxygen transport in relation to health and disease (Jobsis, 1977; Cheatle et al., 1991; 

Mancini et al., 1994; Boushel et al., 2001; Ryan et al, 2014), offering measures oxygenated 

(O2Hb), deoxygenated (HHb), total hemoglobin content, and percent tissue saturation 

index (%TSI). Combined with rapid venous and arterial occlusion techniques, assessment 

of Q̇mus (de Blasi et al., 1994), V̇O2m (Cheatle et al., 1991; de Blasi et al., 1993; Colier et 

al., 1995), and muscle oxygen resaturation are possible (McCully et al., 1994; Komiyama 

et al., 1994).  

The importance of assessing lower limb hemodynamic responses was highlighted 

by Chiesa et al. (2016) as vascular dysfunction occurs far more often in the lower limbs, 

suggestive of different hemodynamic responses between limb groups. A well-defined 

linear relationship between oxygen supply and uptake occurs as workload increases, 

matching metabolic demand.  Since vascular dysfunctions occur more frequently in lower 

limbs, determining the vascular impacts of local heating and cooling on the availability and 

uptake of oxygen in lower limbs may help to understand and prevent future vascular 

disorders.  The present study investigated the relationship between muscle Q̇mus and V̇O2m, 
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as well as %TSI, via NIRS, following cooling and warming of the vastus lateralis muscle 

at increasing exercise intensities. We hypothesized that cooling muscle tissues would 

increase, while warming would lower the steepness of the V̇O2m / Q̇mus slope compared to 

thermoneutral temperature.  We also hypothesized that muscle cooling would decrease, 

while muscle heating increase %TSI during exercise.  



 

 
 

Chapter 2 

2.0 Literature Review 

 

 

The following review of literature will present respiratory, cardiovascular, whole body and 

muscle oxygen consumption, and thermoregulatory responses observed during acute 

exercise. This review will also explain the known influences of body heating and cooling 

on these variables.  

 

2.1. Cardiovascular Hemodynamics 

 

Cardiovascular hemodynamics is the measurement of the heart’s influences on the 

movement and circulation of blood throughout the vascular system. Measures of 

cardiovascular hemodynamics include stroke volume (SV), heart rate (HR), and cardiac 

output, which influences blood flow, oxygen delivery, and blood pressure. Using 

Poiseuille’s law, there are two ways to manipulate blood flow. These include 1) increasing 

the pressure difference (i.e: increase cardiac force through exercise), and 2) influence the 

systemic vascular resistance through vasoconstricting or vasodilating the blood vessels (i.e: 

heating and cooling). Poiseuille’s law: 

Q = P / R 

Where Q is blood flow, P is the change in pressure (mean arterial pressure (MAP) – central 

venous pressure (CVP)), and R is the resistance. (Pollock & Makaryus, 2019) 

Peripheral vascular resistance (or systemic vascular resistance) is a measure of 

cardiac function. This is in relation to blood pressure and blood flow; each components of 
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the circulatory system (Delong & Sharma, 2019). Vasoconstriction of the blood vessels 

lead to an increase in systemic vascular resistance (SVR) (also known as total peripheral 

resistance (TPR)), while vasodilation results in the opposite effect.  As the name suggests, 

pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) is in reference to the resistance occurring within the 

pulmonary vasculature.  

Cardiovascular hemodynamics can be measured through a number of techniques, 

including inert gas rebreathing technique, ultrasound, as well as via intrathoracic 

bioimpendence. The PhysioFlow (PF07 Enduro, Manatec Biomedical, France) device 

measures heart rate, and combined to impendence measures, estimates CO, SV, and other 

variables with reasonable reliability at rest and during exercise (Charloux et al., 2000; 

Richard et al., 2001; Tonelli et al., 2011)  

2.2. Blood Flow 

 

Blood flow increases to meet the metabolic demand during incremental exercise, 

where the oxygen and substrate demand, and turnover in ATP-ADP-Pi, as well as other 

metabolic by-product production all increase (Andersen & Saltin, 1985; Richardson et al., 

1993; Blomstrand et al., 1997; Radegran, 1998; Saltin et al., 1998). Mechanistic 

adaptations of Q̇ to match V̇O2 have been described (see review by Joyner and Casey, 

2015), where mechanical, neural, metabolic signals regulate this phenomenon. A key 

mechanism regulating blood flow during exercise is the muscle pump, where, during the 

relaxation phase of contractions, a suction effect is applied to small blood vessels, allowing 

more blood to flow in the tissue. The neural interplay between metabolic demand and blood 

flow is a complex one at best, especially since it includes the autonomic nervous system 

(Rowell, 2004), baroreceptors (Ogoh et al., 2003), vasodilator motor nerves, and neurally-
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released vasodilator factors, including histamine, acetylcholine, nitric oxide (NO), and 

epinephrine.  

As a major site of vascular regulation, previously understood to be primarily a 

barrier, the vascular endothelium is heavily involved in the vasodilation process. 

(Furchgott., 1996; Furchgott & Zawadzki, 1980). Blood flow to contracting skeletal 

muscles during exercise is partially influenced by neurally mediated vasodilation and the 

mechanical responses that the muscle has on the blood vessels. As this does not account 

for the majority of blood flow influences, other components need to be considered. These 

include the interaction that the autonomic nervous system, sympathetic vasoconstriction, 

and metabolic vasodilation have with each other.  

During large muscle mass rhythmic exercise in humans, the sympathetic nerves 

cause some vasoconstriction in the active muscles. However, this ability can be blunted or 

eliminated by contractions, coining the term “functional sympatholysis” (Remensnyder., 

Mitchell., & Sarnoff, 1962). Arterial blood pressure must be maintained during constriction. 

This is done through total muscle blood flow remaining under sympathetic control while 

sympatholysis ensures that the available flow is distributed to the most metabolically 

stressed areas of the active muscles. This makes blood flow available for the larger active 

muscles and facilitates the maintenance of the arterial blood pressure (Calbet et al., 2004; 

Mitchell et al., 1958; Proctor et al., 1998). Within this process, oxygen extraction within 

the muscles is optimized due to the distribution of the retained vasoconstrictor tone within 

the contracting muscles. K+-mediated mechanism with endothelial factors play a major role 

in initiating vasodilation, while blood-borne sources of ATP and NO may sustain the 

vasodilation during exercise.  O2 and CO2 are blood-borne vasodilators regulating blood 
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flow and influenced by thermal stress. A recent investigation observed lower venous PO2 

and higher PCO2 following leg cooling and exercise (Gagnon et al., 2020), which would 

theoretically increase local blood flow. Substances released from contractile muscles have 

been proposed to signal either energy depletion or high ATP turnover (adenosine, ADP, 

and ATP). Gonzalez-Alonso et al. (2011) demonstrated that increased arterial plasma ATP 

concentrations were closely related to increased muscle temperature during exercise to heat 

stress, and to greater leg blood flow. 

Within the mechanism behind the neural interplay between metabolic demand and 

blood flow, epinephrine is known to increase in the cold, but is counteracted by the stronger 

increase in norepinephrine, a potent vasoconstrictor (Gagnon et al., 2014). Increasing with 

exercise, Nitric Oxide is an important regulator of muscle blood flow (Roberts et al., 1999). 

A decrease in the activation of microvascular endothelial NO synthase is seen under cold 

and shear stress (Kamariah Banti Md et al., 2011). We are unaware of studies examining 

changes in arterial concentrations of ATP in the cold, a cold-induced inhibition of 

circulating ATP and eNOS activity remain attractive theories potentially explaining lower 

blood flow under cold stress (Gagnon et al., 2020). 

2.3. Limb Blood Flow During Exercise 

 

Blood Flow (Q̇) is the movement of blood through the vascular system. Importantly, 

this variable offers insights on oxygen delivery throughout the body, as oxygen is attached 

to the hemoglobin molecules in the blood. Suggested by Laughlin (1987), there are three 

characteristics during normal dynamic exercise to create the clearest image for muscle 

blood flow: skeletal muscle vascular conductance, the perfusion pressure gradient, and the 

efficacy of the muscle pump (Laughlin, 1987). The intramuscular pressures that are 
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increased and released during the contraction and relaxation phases of exercise (Gray et al., 

1967; Sejersted et al., 1984) are key in dissecting these blood flow characteristics. There is 

a linear relationship between exercise intensity and limb blood flow as seen in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Blood flow responses to steady-state 1-leg kicking performed for a number of minutes. (Joyner & Casey, 2015) 

(Used with permission from Michael Joyner on 27 OCT 2020) 

The changes in blood velocity help to understand the dynamic responses of the 

contraction and relaxation phase of exercise. Walloe and Weshe (1988) examined these 

changes in the femoral artery during quadricep rhythmic contraction and relaxation cycles. 

From this study, an increase in blood velocity was seen during relaxation, while the 

opposite was observed during contraction (Figure 2). Retrograde flow, or negative velocity 

found in this contraction phase, is the flow of blood back to the heart. This retrograde flow 

is thought to be in response to the much higher intramuscular pressures that occur during 

muscle contraction (Gray et al., 1967; Sejersted et al., 1984). 
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Figure 2: Results from a 6 min exercise period with a tension of 10% MVC are shown. Each contraction and relaxation 

phase lasts 2 s. (Walloe & Wesche, 1988) (Used with permission from Journal of Physiology 26 OCT 2020) 

 

An important concept when choosing muscle groups is to examine how much one 

desires the central systems to play a part (Blomqvist & Saltin, 1983). The quadricep 

femoris, as a muscle group that allows for proper isolation within contractions, was used 

by Anderson and Saltin (1985) to decrease the play of central circulation, and also 

decreased the amount of feeding which might occur from the associated artery (Pedoe, 

1978). Isolation of the quadricep femoris became more popular in determining limb blood 

flow through the thermodilution technique (Andersen & Saltin, 1985; Richardson et al., 

1993; Blomstrand et al., 1997). Consistency among limb blood flow studies demonstrated 

a clear increasing linearity between limb blood flow and workload (Figure 3) (Saltin et al., 

1998). Alternatively, during cycling tests (Figure 4), leg blood flow and O2 delivery at 90 

– 100% failed to maintain this linearity. The fixed relationship between oxygen delivery 

and consumptions shown at low and moderate intensities became blunted above ~80% 

peak power (Mortensen et al., 2005). 
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Figure 3: Upper panel: Limb Blood flow at different power outputs when performing one-legged dynamic knee-extensor 

work. Lower panel: Limb blood flow normalized for knee-extensor muscle mass measures with CT scan (Saltin et al., 

1998) (Used with Permission from Acta Physiologica on 26 OCT 2020) 
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Figure 4: Leg blood flow, mean arterial pressure, leg vascular conductance, leg O2 delivery, leg a-vO2diff, and leg 

VO2 during incremental exercise to exhaustion (Mortensen et al., 2005) (Used with permission from Journal of 

Physiology 26 OCT 2020) 

 

2.4. Oxygen Consumption 

 

Oxygen consumption (V̇O2) is the amount of oxygen being consumed by tissues 

per unit of time. As the capacity to utilize oxygen in the body is essential for almost all 

molecular processes, its regulation offers a meaningful scope of cellular metabolism. The 

three major variables that influence oxygen delivery and uptake are: i) the oxygen content 
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of the blood which includes the hemoglobin’s ability to hold onto oxygen as it is delivered 

from the lungs (Berg et al., 2002) and the hemoglobin oxygen saturation, ii) the flow of the 

blood (Secomb, 2017), and, iii) the local conditions (i.e. pH, temperature, PCO2, and 2,3-

DPG)(Bohr et al., 1904; Barcroft, 1928; Schumacker et al., 1987). During exercise, all of 

these variables adjust in order to account for the higher demand for oxygen in the muscles, 

reflecting changes in metabolic demand (Leach & Treacher, 1994). 

Lai et al. (2005)’s review relating whole body oxygen uptake to muscle oxygen 

consumption in response to exercise showed that the whole body oxygen response to 

exercise was much slower than the oxygen response in the muscle. This was demonstrated 

also by Skovereng (2011), noting the divergent response between whole body (V̇O2p) and 

muscle (V̇O2mus) oxygen demand during a maximal cycling exercise test (Figure 1). As 

exercise intensity increases to maximal, V̇O2p increases linearly, whereas V̇O2m, displays 

a greater increase at the early onset intensities, before experiencing a plateau at higher 

intensities. These findings may be due to the nature of this cycling test, creating a time 

delay between local muscle and whole body measures collected. Additionally, an expected 

increase in intramuscular pressure may have resulted in a restriction of blood flow, which 

would limit O2 supply and consequently explain the late V̇O2m’s plateau (Skovereng, 2011). 

Other possible limitations for the V̇O2m plateau include factors such as electron flow, 

proton pumping capability, metabolic flux, ADP-dependent feedback control, as well as 

oxygen delivery (Chung et al., 2005). This plateau has also been observed in V̇O2p but 

primarily in late stages of maximal exercise (Hill and Lupton, 1923; Yoon et al., 2007; 

Astorino et al., 2005). As exercise starts and increases, the rate the ATP is supplied needs 

to match the rate of ATP demand. The necessary components involved in this regulation 
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of oxygen consumption include oxidizable substrates (i.e. NADH), oxygen, and the ATP 

hydrolysis reactants (Grassi., 2005). Taken together, careful considerations are needed to 

examine V̇O2, mainly the site of data collection, under homeostatic challenges, whether it 

is during exercise or others. The type of exercise is also an important consideration when 

examining Lai et al, (2005) and Skovereng’s (2011) conclusion for whole body versus 

muscular response, as both studies were examining whole body exercise on a cycle 

ergometer. This relationship between whole body and muscle oxygen responses shown in 

Figure 5, may be reversed in localized exercise conditions, as the activation of the limb 

becomes the primary site for oxygen consumption.  

 

 

Figure 5: Oxygen consumption measured by NRIS for the local muscle (filled) and whole-body (open) muscle (Skovereng, 

2011) (Used with Permission form Knut Skovereng on 30 OCT 2020). 

  

2.5. Oxyhemoglobin Dissociation Curve 

 

The oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve displays the relationship of the oxygen 

saturation (%) of hemoglobin to oxygen tension (mmHg). This curve demonstrates the 
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classical standard of whole-body tissue oxygen delivery and tension (Morgan, 1999). It 

indicates the responses that increased oxygen tension has on blood O2 saturation and 

ultimately, O2 delivery. Shifts occur in this process to protect the body from decrement or 

increases in oxygen supply from surrounding influences (Morgan, 1999). Know shifters of 

this curve include pH, temperature, carbon dioxide, the pressure of oxygen, and 2-3 

diphosphoglycerate (DPG), which is known for freeing oxygen from hemoglobin in the 

blood (Benesch et al., 1967).  These factors affect the affinity, or closeness, that oxygen 

tension and oxyhemoglobin saturation have with each other. Increasing this affinity, or a 

leftward shift, has been connected with the following decreases in the blood: temperature 

(Astrup et a., 1965), 2-3 DPG (Benesch et al., 1967; Bellingham et al., 1971), CO2 (Bock 

et al., 1923), and [H+] (i.e. an increase in pH) (Bohr et al., 1904). Decreases in affinity, or 

a rightward shift, has been associated with the following increases in the blood: 

temperature, 2-3 DPG, higher CO2, and [H+] (aka a decrease in pH).  

 

2.6. Cellular Respiration responses to exercise 

 

The mitochondria, commonly known as the “powerhouse of our cells”, offers us 

incredible insights into the health of our cells. This primary component in cellular 

respiration is composed of three stages: glycolysis, mitochondrial tricarboxylic acid (TCA) 

cycle, and lastly, the mitochondrial electron transport chain, which are shown in Figure 5. 

Glycolysis is the breakdown of our consumed or stored energy, glucose, into pyruvate. 

Pyruvate is then broken down into Acetyl-CoA through pyruvate dehydrogenase, to 

continue down the TCA cycle. The TCA cycle is the next process, dragging organic acids 

into the mitochondria, with enzymes in this cycle ultimately converting acetyl-CoA into 

high-energy ATP molecules and oxidizing NAD+ and FAD+ to NADH and FADH. The 
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remaining stage, electron transport, reduces the NADH and FADH molecules, carrying the 

electrons down the chain. (Fernie, Carrari & Sweetlove, 2004; Jouaville et al, 1999) 

Following the process of the electron transport chain, more ATP is created, and the 

electrons can combine with split oxygen to form water.  

 

 

When presented with stressors (exercise, heat, cold) our body carries itself through 

a series of regulatory responses. As this network absorbs oxygen and sets it into energy, 

we can examine some situations that cause limitations or accelerations to this process. As 

a representation of the regulatory function of our body, increased or decreased demand on 

mitochondria due to stress can help us understand the limits of functionality of our cells. 

Exercise, as an example, requires higher rates of energy production. The request for more 

oxygen is sent to increase respiration for increased oxygen delivery to the mitochondria to 

produce more energy, ATP. (Duchan, 2004) Whether this responsiveness is enhanced or 

hindered in separate stressors is a constant question. Modern technology has been enhanced 

Figure 6: Energy yield during cellular respiration (Pearson Education, Inc, 2013) (Used with permission by Pearson 

Education Inc.) 
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in such a way that enables us to look at tissue oxygen acceptance through non-invasive 

procedures. 

2.7. Tissue measures for Q̇m and V̇O2m 

 

Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a system in which wavelengths from the 

infrared light region are emitted and absorbed within a tissue of interest (Figure 8). The 

rate in which these wavelengths are emitted and absorbed give us an indication of the 

elements within the cell, as well as the changes in presence of specific elements. This 

light region was originally selected in 1939 as it provides information that is not only 

oxygen based, such as blood volume, light scatterings, and tissue thickness (Matthes & 

Gross, 1939). The rate in which light transfers through the biological tissue gradient 

depends on the characteristics of hemoglobin within the light region. The characteristics 

of these elements change depending on their oxygen saturation (Belardinelli et al., 1995). 

The modified Beer-Lambert law incorporates the information picked up from NIRS, and 

uses the variables for changes in detected light, a molar absorption coefficient, and the 

pathlength of the equipment in order to measure tissue blood flow and oxygenation 

(Baker et al., 2015; Hamamatsu Photonics, 1999).  

 

Figure 7: Near-Infrared Spectroscopy imaging design. 
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 NIRS non-invasively determines multiple elements of a muscle’s oxygen response 

(Hamaoka et al., 2011). The local changes in oxyhemoglobin (O2Hb), deoxyhemoglobin 

(HHb), total hemoglobin (tHb), and percent tissue saturation index (%TSI) in skeletal 

muscle have been observed through NIRS for the last 20+ years (Ferrari et al., 2011; 

Hamamatsu, 1999). With NIRS, concentration changes of hemoglobin are capable of being 

determined for influencing responses to exercise intensity responses as well as metabolic 

disease limitations in oxygen consumption (Van Beekvelt et al., in press; Murias et al., 

2013; Rissanen et al., 2015).  

 Venous and arterial occlusion techniques with NIRS are used to assess regional Q̇ 

(de Blasi et al, 1994), V̇O2m (Cheatle et al, 1991; de Blasi et al, 1993; Colier et al, 1995), 

and resaturation (McCulley et al, 1994; Komiyama et al, 1994). The blocking of venous 

flow during venous occlusion is intended to inhibit the release of deoxydenated blood from 

the muscle, while allowing oxygenated arterial blood in. The rate at which the muscle fills 

with blood gives us an estimate of blood flow (de Blasi et al., 1994). This is demonstrated 

in Figure 9.a. The blocking of arterial flow during arterial occlusions is used to completely 

block incoming and outgoing blood flow to a region. The rate of increase in deoxygenation 

upon instantaneous artery and vein occlusion demonstrates the rate of muscle oxygen 

consumption (V̇O2m) whether in a resting or exercising state (Cheatle et al., 1991; de Blasi 

et al., 1993; Colier et al., 1995). This is demonstrated in Figure 9.b. 
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Figure 8:a. Venous and b. Arterial 10-sec occlusion 

diagram (Used with permission from Beckett-Brown, 2019). 

 

 Measurements of NIRS’s photon penetration capacity have been shown be 

confoundingly influenced by adipose tissue thickness (ATT) by creating a significant 

negative correlation with flexor digitorum oxygen consumption, however a poor 

correlation with flexor digitorum blood flow (van Beekvelt et al., 2001). Previous research 

has supported this conclusion (Homma, 1996; Matsushita et al., 1998; Yamamoto et al., 

1996; 1998). This study will account for ATT influences by requiring ATT above the 

vastus lateralis (VL) to be <1cm. 

2.8. Exercise Intensity 

 

Increases in exercise intensity results in a physiological increase in breathing 

frequency, tidal volume, heart rate (HR), whole-body blood flow (Q̇), muscle blood flow 

(Q̇mus), whole body oxygen consumption (V̇O2p), and muscle oxygen consumption (V̇O2m). 

Skin and core temperature increase as work rate increases, resulting in sweating to release 

by-product heat production in the form of evaporation.  
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Maximum oxygen consumption tests increasing to volitional fatigue, whether 

cycling or running, or other ~3 minute steady state interval tests are most consistently used 

for measuring a muscle’s oxygen flow or uptake response to exercise (Murias et al., 2013; 

Rissanen et al., 2015; Lucero et al., 2017). As exercise intensity increases, Q̇mus increases 

(Lucero et al, 2017), V̇O2m increases (Skovereng, 2011; Krustup et al, 2003; Lucero et al, 

2017), %TSI decreases (Gonzalez-Alonso et al, 2003; Hom et al, 2004; Lucero et al, 2017), 

and whole body oxygen consumption (V̇O2p) increases (Skovereng, 2011). Steady state 

exercise intensity increase responses to single-legged exercise are shown in Figure 10.  

 

Figure 9: The NIRS parameter responses to increases in exercise intensity (Lucero et al., 2017) (Used with permission 

from Experimental Physiology 26 OCT 2020) 
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2.9. Cold 

2.9.1 Whole-Body Cold Response 

 

As skin temperature (Tsk) decreases, low enough levels account for decreases in 

muscle temperature (Tm) (Cochrane, 2004). This decrease in temperature notifies the 

thermoreceptors in the dermis of the skin, which send signals to the sympathetic fibers to 

constrict the blood vessels. The vasoconstriction process redirects blood volume to the core 

to maintain temperature of the heart, brain, and other major organs. Vasoconstriction also 

decreases Q̇ (Tompson-Torgerson et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2007). With decreased 

temperatures, cellular ATP and ADP concentrations increased (Amato & Christner, 2009). 

Whole body cold-water immersion promoted physiological responses of decreased heart 

rate and cardiac output, with an increased arterial blood pressure and peripheral resistance 

(Cronin & Hing, 2006). The rationale behind these increases were due to the increase in 

blood volume to the core from the periphery. Whole-body oxygen consumption increased, 

supporting an increase in metabolism. 

2.9.2 Muscle Cold Response 

 

The normal response of a muscle group to exercise is an increase in heat production. 

This is in response to the inefficient process of metabolic reactions (Gleeson, 1998). For 

cooled skeletal muscle, as expected, the skeletal muscle temperature will raise gradually 

with exercise induction. The longer and the more intense the induction of exercise, the 

higher the rise in muscle temperature. With maintained cooling of the vastus lateralis 

muscle during intensive cycling exercise there has been seen to be in increase in glycolytic 

activity when compared to neutral muscular temperatures (Blomstrand et al., 1986; 

Blomstrand & Essen-Gustavsson, 1987). Precooling of the forearm has been shown to 
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decrease forearm blood flow during the first 3-8 minutes of cycling (Gonzalez-Alonso et 

al., 1999). Maintaining the cooled state of the muscle group in question will allow for the 

closer analysis of directly cold induced responses of blood flow during desired exercise 

intensities. 

Deep tissue cooling of the vastus lateralis muscle was linked with a higher V̇O2p 

during rest, however any differences stabilized within the first minute of exercise (Gagnon 

et al., 2017). Core tissue cooling prior to exercise also induced a greater deoxygenation 

response, which lasted for the first 10 minutes of exercise (Gagnon et al., 2017). Significant 

decreases in hemoglobin and myoglobin concentrations during skin and skeletal muscle 

cooling, along with a decrease in total hemoglobin and oxyhemoglobin (Yanagizawa et al., 

2007). Oxygen saturation in the tissue during cooling has also been noted to decrease after 

exercising in the cold (Hom et al., 2004).  

2.10. Hot 

2.10.1 Whole-Body Hot Response 

 

Thermotherapy increases tissue temperature, local blood flow, muscle elasticity, 

metabolite production, alongside local vasodilation and reductions in muscle spasms 

(Prentice, 1999; Brukner & Khan, 2001; Zuluaga et al., 1995). Heat induced decreases in 

the nerve drive of the sympathetic nervous system, may be, in part, the cause of local 

vasodilation and ultimately increased circulation. The increase in blood flow mirrors the 

increased supply of oxygen and antibodies to the muscles, as well as the increased ability 

of the blood to clear metabolites (Zuluaga et al., 1995).  

Hot water immersion has shown increases in heart rate, decreased stroke volume, 

increased cardiac output, and decreased peripheral resistance, accounting for an increase 
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in blood flow (Wilcock, Cronin, and Hing., 2006). These results of increased blood flow 

are shown to link with cellular, lymphocyte, and capillary permeability. Accumulatively, 

heat exposure has indicated an increase in metabolism, with increased nutrient delivery and 

waste removal.  

After determining the reduction in V̇O2pmax due to heat (Nybo et al., 2001), further 

examination displayed that whole body heat stress on cycling to exhaustion was found to 

result in a faster decline in cardiac output and mean arterial pressure, leading to a decrease 

in blood flow, oxygen delivery, and oxygen uptake (Gonzalez-Alonso et al., 2003).  

Whole body heating has also shown to increase blood lactate levels during and after 

exercise (Fink et al., 1975). Examined lower usages of muscle triglycerides and higher 

muscle glycogen in the heat were explained by decreases in muscle blood flow, and 

ultimately oxygen delivery (Fink et al., 1975; Rowell et al., 1968). Alternatively, skin blood 

flow over the flexor digitorum profundus during whole body heating, showed an increase 

in blood flow, tissue oxyhemoglobin, and deoxyhemoglobin (Koga et al., 2014). During 

whole body heating, the vastus lateralis had a significant decline in oxygen saturation from 

the onset of exercise until exhaustion.   

2.10.2 Muscle Hot Response 

 

Direct local heating has been shown to increase muscle blood flow, however whole-

body heating does not (Heinonen et al., 2011). Whole-body heating increases skin blood 

flow without increasing muscle blood flow, despite the increase in whole-body heat stress 

put on the body (Chiesa et al., 2016). The difference between skin blood flow and tissue 

oxygenation during exercise in local heat versus whole-body heating are shown in Figure 

7.a. and 8.b. respectively (Davis et al., 2006). With these differences in skin blood flow, it 
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is important to examine if the same trends and changes occur for muscle blood flow during 

local muscle heating.  

 

 

Figure 10: Representative tracing of tissue oxygenation and skin blood flow responses during the local heating protocol 

a. protocol 1, b. protocol 2. Symbols represent 1-min averages (Davis et al., 2006). (Used with permission from Journal 

of Applied Physiology 26 OCT 2020) 

 

 

Heating of the skin in a forearm extensor for a typing exercise task demonstrated a 

less of a decline for oxygen saturation then in thermoneutral conditions (Hom et al., 2004). 

This suggests that muscle oxygen extraction was decreased in the heat, through a 

diminished decline in total hemoglobin content (Hom et al., 2004).  
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Chapter 3 

3.0 Aims of the Study 
 

We are aware that there are differences in whole body versus local oxygen consumption 

and blood flow during exercise. The increase in V̇O2m and Q̇mus with increasing exercise 

intensity create a positive linear relationship. From the literature, local cooling is expected 

to decrease V̇O2m and Q̇mus. From local heating, we expect an increase in the V̇O2m versus 

Q̇mus relationship.  

What is currently unknown are the influences that isolated muscle temperature changes 

(heating and cooling) have on this relationship during isokinetic single-legged extension 

exercise. This research project aimed to investigate the physiological effects of localized 

heating and cooling during exercise on skeletal muscle tissue oxygen consumption, blood 

flow, and oxygenation.  

The specific aim of this study project was: 

1. To investigate the influence of localized heating and cooling on local Q̇mus, %TSI, 

and V̇O2m, specifically the relationship between Q̇mus versus V̇O2m. 

The hypotheses were: 

1. Local muscle heating would decrease the steepness of the Q̇mus / V̇O2m slope during 

single-legged isokinetic extension exercise by decreasing V̇O2m despite increasing 

Q̇mus.  

2. Local muscle cooling would increase the steepness of the Q̇mus / V̇O2m slope during 

single-legged isokinetic extension exercise by increasing V̇O2m despite decreasing 

Q̇mus.  
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3. It was hypothesized that local muscle cooling would decrease %TSI and local 

muscle heating would increase %TSI 
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Chapter 4 

4.0 Methodology 

4.1 Participants 

 

Eleven male participants were recruited for this study. Each participant gave written 

informed consent, completed a health screening form for cardiovascular and respiratory 

conditions that could be aggravated by cold or thermal stress, as well as a standard Physical 

Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q) prior to the commencement of the study. The 

mean (± SD) characteristics for the participants are shown in Table 1. Another exclusion 

criterion included a 1cm maximal adipose tissue thickness above the vastus lateralis (VL) 

(Van Beekvelt et al, 2001). This study was approved by Laurentian University’s research 

ethics committee and adheres to the Declaration of Helsinki.  

 

Table 1. Participant characteristics stated as mean values ± standard deviations. 

(n = 11) Mean ± SD 

Age (years) 23 ± 3.1 

Height (cm) 176.2 ± 6.99 

Weight (kg) 77.6 ± 8.65 

ATTleg (cm) 0.60 ± 0.210 

H-W Ratio 1.18 ± 0.066 

Body Fat (%) 16.72 ± 4.122 

BMI (kg/m2) 25.0 ± 2.50 

MVC (Nm) 137.5 ± 15.23 

(Abbreviations: ATT: adipose tissue thickness; H-W Ratio: Height – Weight Ratio; BMI: 

body mass index; MVC: maximal voluntary contraction) 
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4.2. Study Design 

 

Each participant took part in one experimental trial where they performed 3-min 

bouts of exercise at 10, 30, and 50% of their maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) in 

thermoneutral (TN) condition, followed by muscle cooling (CO) and heating (HT) in a 

crossover balanced design. At rest and following each 3-min bout of contractions were two 

15-sec venous occlusions, two 15-sec arterial occlusions, and a leg superficial femoral 

artery blood flow measure using a Doppler Ultrasound. Each occlusion was separated with 

45-sec of continued contractions, which was adapted from the Lucero et al. (2017) study. 

A minimum of 5-min of rest was given between exercise conditions, to minimize fatigue 

effects, or until muscle temperature returned to experimental condition. The study design 

is displayed in Figure 12. There was 45-min of rest for heating and cooling between 

temperature conditions.  

 

Figure 11: Experimental Design of research project. VO (Venous Occlusion), AO (Arterial Occlusion), BP (Blood 

Pressure). 
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4.3 Experimental Session 

 

Prior to arrival to the lab, participants were asked to restrain from any strenuous physical 

activity 24 hours prior to testing. Following arrival and completion of consent and 

questionnaires, anthropometric measurements were collected. This included height, mass, 

and body fat percentage calculated via four skin caliper measurements (biceps, triceps, 

subscapular, and suprailliac) (Womersley et al., 1973). A Doppler Ultrasound (Digital 

Color Doppler Ultrasound System, ECO 5, Chison Medical Imaging Co.,Ltd, Wuxi 214142, 

Jiangsu, China) was used to measure adipose tissue thickness above the VL, in order to 

calculate depth of insertion of the intramuscular probe. Then, participants rested for a 

period of 5-min while fastened securely into an isokinetic knee extension dynamometer 

(Biodex, Medical Systems Inc, Sherley, New York, USA). Following the rest period, they 

performed a set of five maximal voluntary knee extension contractions at peak extension 

of 60° for optimal force output (Lanza, Balshaw, & Folland, 2019) and reliability (Kues, 

Rothstein, & Lamb, 1994). The peak force was collected from the highest value across all 

contractions. For each participant 10%, 30%, and 50% of their MVC was then calculated. 

Following the maximal voluntary contractions, participants were instrumented with an 

intramuscular temperature probe, a near-infrared spectrometer, a surface temperature probe, 

a set of chest electrodes connected to a bioimpedance device, and a face mask. 

Three exercise intensities were then performed in increasing order for each 

temperature condition, for a total of 9 exercise bouts. Each exercise intensity trial occurred 

in 3-min durations at a pace of 60º/sec (20 contractions/min). The participants were 

informed of their force requirements during trials and were asked to adjust to their target 

force if needed. Between temperature conditions, a muscle cooling and heating period 
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occurred to ensure that the muscle temperature of the participant had reached either 3°C 

above or below their individual neutral temperature. If substantial muscle heating occurred 

during exercise, re-cooling until muscle temperature sufficiently dropped for the next 

intensity took place. Following experimentation, all participants were provided a snack, a 

small beverage, and were permitted to leave.  

4.4 Instrumentation 

4.4.1 Skin and Muscle Temperatures 

 

 Local skin temperature (Tleg) at the VL site was measured using a surface 

temperature probe (IT-18 Thermocouple, Physitemp Intruments Inc, Clifton, New Jersey, 

USA) located at the medial center of the VL (Figure 14). Muscle temperature (Tmus) was 

measured using an IT-18 intramuscular thermocouple (Physitemp Instruments Inc, Clifton, 

New Jersey, USA) inserted 1cm within the muscle at an angle of 30°, guided with a 

Doppler Ultrasound (Figure 13). The thermal data for the skin and muscle was recorded by 

thermal recording software (DASYLab by Measurement Computing™). 

 
Figure 12: Image of intramuscular probe instrumentation 
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4.4.2 Near-Infrared Spectroscopy 

 

Oxyhemoglobin (O2Hb), de-oxyhemoglobin (HHb), total (O2Hb + HHb) 

hemoglobin (tHb), and %Tissue Saturation Index (%TSI) of the VL muscle were measured 

using a continuous measure near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) optode (Portamon Mk II, 

Artinis Medical Systems, Elst, The Netherlands). Validity (Mancini et al, 1994), reliability 

(Lucero et al, 2017), and reproducibility (Southern et al, 2013) of NIRS have been 

approved previously. The NIRS device was placed on a pre-coated layer of Tegaderm 

transparent film dressing (Medicom SafeBasics, Montreal, Quebec, CAN) 7cm proximal 

and 5cm lateral to the right knee, on the body of the VL (Figure 14). Once in place, the 

NIRS optode was fastened securely onto the VL of the participant with medical tape. A 6-

inch wide elastic bandage was placed around the NIRS optode to ensure that any 

surrounding light did not interfere with the signal. The distances between the light and 

receiving optodes were 30, 35, and 40mm. The transmitted light was recorded continuously 

at a frequency of 1 Hz. A differential pathlength factor of 4.0 was used (DeLorey et al, 

2005; de Ruiter et al, 2005; Gagnon, et al, 2017). This device was set to continuously record 

the entirety of the experimental session. 

Estimates for muscle blood flow (Q̇mus) were measured using the change in tHb 

during two 15-sec venous occlusions (de Blasi et al, 1994, Hamaoka et al, 2011). This was 

assessed through the use of the tHb increasing slope (de Blasi et al, 1994; VanBeek et al. 

1998), which occurs upon cuff inflation. An occlusion cuff (E20, Hokanson Inc, Bellevue, 

WA, USA) was placed as proximal as comfortably possible to allow for minimal 

interference with the NIRS optode and intramuscular probe. The occlusion cuff was set to 

rapidly inflate to allow arterial blood inflow with minimalized venous outflow from the 
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muscle. This was achieved with 80 mmHg of pressure around the limb. The slope of tHb 

during each venous occlusion was calculated and averaged for submission into the 

following formula to calculate Q̇mus in ml·min-1·100ml-1: 

(1) 

Q̇𝑚𝑢𝑠 = (

(Δ𝑡𝐻𝑏 ∗ 60
([𝐻𝑏] ∗ 1000)

4
⁄ ) ∗ 1000

10
) 

 

A value of 8.5 mmol/L was assumed for [Hb] for all participants, as all were male (Van 

Beekvelt et al. 2001). This formula accounts for the molecular mass of hemoglobin as 

64.458 g/mol and the 1:4 ratio between hemoglobin and O2 molecules.  

 Mean muscle oxygen consumption (V̇O2m) was measured through two 15-sec 

arterial occlusions (Cheatle et al. 1991; de Blasi et al. 1993; Colier et al. 1995). With the 

pre-placed occlusion cuff, arterial occlusions were used to completely stop the inflow and 

outflow of blood from and to the muscle. This was achieved with 300 mmHg of pressure 

around the limb. The decrease in the variable O2Hb following the occlusion provided us 

with a slope to determine how much oxygen the muscle is consuming at a given time (V̇O2m) 

(de Blasi, 1997). The following equation will be used to calculate V̇O2m in mlO2·min-

1·100g-1: 

 (2) V̇O2m 

= 𝐴𝑏𝑠[

((
∆𝑂2𝐻𝑏 • 60

10 • 1.04 ) • 4) • 22.4

1000
] 

According to Ryan et al. (2012), to acquire V̇O2m from an arterial occlusion, blood volume 

needs to remain the same, or will need to be corrected for potential alterations from tHb 
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changes caused by the occlusion cuff. A correction factor was used to account for any 

changes in blood volume associated with the cuff pressure. The correction factor used to 

account for any changes in blood volume or O2Hb was derived via the following: 

 (3) 

𝐵(𝑡) =
|𝑂2𝐻𝑏(𝑡)|

(|𝑂2𝐻𝑏(𝑡)| + |𝐻𝐻𝑏(𝑡)|)
 

 (4) 

𝑂2𝐻𝑏𝑐 = 𝑂2𝐻𝑏 − [𝑡𝐻𝑏 •  (1 − 𝐵)] 

(Ryan et al., 2012) 

For measures of both tissue blood flow and V̇O2m, venous and arterial occlusion 

techniques were used, with an occlusion length of 15-sec to allow for a minimum of three 

cardiac cycles within each occlusion (Cross & Sabapathy, 2015).  

 

Figure 13: Instrumentation placement for NIRS probe, skin and intramuscular temperature probes, and occlusion cuff. 

 

4.4.3 Leg Blood Flow and Adipose Tissue Thickness 

As shown in the diagram in Appendix 5 (Klabunde, 2019), Limb blood flow (Q̇leg) 

from the superficial femoral artery (as a proxy of femoral artery) was most practical 
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following our seated exercise extensions. The more distal placement allowed for easier 

access and faster readings than the reposition required to locate the common femoral artery. 

Q̇leg from the superficial femoral artery and adipose tissue thickness (ATT) above the VL 

were assessed using a linear transducer probe (Portable Ultrasonic Diagnostic Devices, 

L7m-a Linear probe, Chison Medical Imaging Co., Ltd, Shanghai, China) on a Doppler 

Ultrasound (Digital Color Doppler Ultrasound System, ECO 5, Chison Medical Imaging 

Co., Ltd, Wuxi 214142, Jiangsu, China). To measure ATT, the probe measurement was 

taken on the body of the VL as indicated for NIRS placement. The VL ATT measurement 

was taken with the Doppler Ultrasound in two-dimensional scanning mode, using a still 

image of the target area and an imbedded measurement tool within the Doppler Ultrasound 

software to measure from the skin’s surface to the surface of the muscle. Q̇leg was measured 

at rest prior to exercise, as well as directly after the final 45-sec exercise bout’s that took 

place after the four limb occlusions. To capture Q̇leg, subjects were seated in the knee 

extension dynamometer with their leg slightly lifted and externally rotated. Using the linear 

transducer probe at a frequency of 7.5 Hz, and the Doppler frequency at 6.5-7.5 Hz, with 

the unit set in colour-coded CFM mode to identify the transverse femoral arterial diameter. 

The probe was then rotated 90˚ to run parallel with the artery to obtain a longitudinal view 

of the artery. The frame of reference was then adjusted to fit inside the view of the femoral 

artery. The Doppler Ultrasound was then set in PW mode (used to examine speed, direction, 

and spectral content in regard to blood flow) to record the sound image of the blood flow. 

The gain was adjusted until any noise was eliminated. Once 8-12 heart cycled were 

recorded, they were saved and averaged to obtain the final Q̇leg measure. A review by 
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Radegran (1999) outlined the use of the ultrasound doppler as being the most sensitive 

technique for the measure of Q̇leg. 

4.4.4 Heating and Cooling Methods 

 

Between heating and cooling, the participant’s feet were elevated for comfort. Two 

cryocuff’s (Aircast, Cryocuff) were used for cooling of the muscle body, along with ice 

packs around the rest of the limb. If an increase in temperature during exercise occurred, 

re-cooling would take place between exercise intensity conditions. 

For heating of the limb, a physiotherapy hot-pack (Relief Pak 11-1312 Oversize 

Hot Pack, 24" Length x 15") was applied, as well as two electric heat blankets around the 

remainder of the limb. If cooling occurred between exercise bouts, reheating would take 

place. 3°C increase and decrease were maintained. The cooling cryocuffs and heating packs 

were removed when baseline measures and exercise sessions were about to begin. Pilot 

testing for limb heating and cooling of this anterior portion of the thigh presented 

challenges in reaching high and low enough temperatures. This resulted in 5°C decrease in 

cooling and 3°C increase in heating.  

4.4.5 Cardiorespiratory Measures 

 

 Whole body Oxygen Consumption (V̇O2p) was measured using an open circuit 

ergospirometer in breath-by-breath mode (K5, COSMED, Chicago, IL, USA). Before each 

trial, the gas analyzers were calibrated by the manufacturer’s instructions and use of the 

provided calibration gas tubes. The flow sensors were calibrated via the manufacture’s 

recommendations by pumping air into the flow sensors steadily through a 3L syringe. Next, 

the ergospirometer was attached to the participant through a facemask, to ensure complete 
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oxygen and carbon dioxide analysis. This open circuit ergospirometer was used for 

pulmonary respiration.  

4.4.6 Cardiovascular Measures 

 

Cardiac Output (Q̇) was assessed via intrathoracic bioimpedence (PhysioFlow, 

PF07 Enduro, Manatec Biomedical, France) from continuous hemodynamic waveforms. 

Previous studies have described the methodology of the PhysioFlow device in detail 

(Charloux et al., 2000; Gordon, Abbiss, Maiorana, Marston, & Peiffer, 2018; Tonelli, 

Alnuaimat, Li, Carrie, & Mubarak, 2011). In short, the device works by generating a high 

frequency (66 kHz), low magnitude (4.5 mA peak to peak) alternating electrical current 

towards the thorax between two sets of electrodes. Electrodes (Ag/AgCl, Skintact FS-50) 

were placed on the participant, each with a transmitting and sensing electrode. Two 

electrodes were placed above the supraclavicular fossa at the base of the neck on the left 

side. An additional two electrodes were placed along the xiphoid process, and two placed 

at the V1/V6 position of the chest for ECG monitoring. The alternating current is time-

correlated with the simultaneous ECG recording. Before electrode placement, the 

placement locations were shaved, cleaned with 70% isopropyl alcohol swabs and then 

prepared with abrasive gel (NuPrep®, Weaver and Company, Colorado, USA) to provide 

better skin conductance. After entering pertinent anthropometric information such as 

height, body mass, and age, the device was carefully auto-calibrated following the 

manufacturer’s guidelines. The procedure used 30 heart cycles of the resting participant in 

an upright seated position. The auto-calibration stores the largest impedance variation 

during systole (Zpeak – Zmin) and the largest rate of variation of the impedance signal, also 

called the contractility index (dZ/dtpeak). Stroke volume index (SVical) calculation was 
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dependent on the thoracic flow inversion time (TFIT) (measured by the time in ms from 

the first mathematical derivative of the impedance signal) and the two other parameters 

mentioned above during the autocalibration phase of 30 consecutive heart cycles. The 

stroke volume index equation is as follows:  

 

SVical = k · [(dZ/dtmax) / (Zmax – Zmin)] · W(TFITcal).  

 

Specifically, the device calculates SV according to the equation:  

 

SV = SVical · ((dZ/dtmax) / (dZ/dtmax)cal · TFITcal · TFIT)1/3 · BSA.  

 

The device calculates body surface area (BSA; m2) using the Haycock equation: 

  

BSA = 0.024265 · height0.3964 · weight0.5378   

(Haycock, Schwartz, & Wisotsky, 1978).  

Using the R-R interval of the first derivative from the ECG signal (dECG/t) 

collected, heart rate is determined. It uses the derivative of the ECG signal because it 

provides a more stable signal. Following this, it calculates cardiac output according to the 

equation:  

 

Q̇ = HR · SVi · BSA (Gordon et al., 2018).  
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See Gordon et al. (2018), for the further equations and calculations on the remaining 

variables calculated by PhysioFlow. In previous studies by Charloux et al. (2000), Richard 

et al. (2001) and Tonelli et al. (2011), this device was validated against the direct Fick 

method at rest and during maximal exercise. (Nicholas Beckett-Brown, 2019).  

For proper readings from this software, 6 locations in the upper body were shaved, 

cleaned with 70% isopropyl alcohol swabs, and each site was scrubbed with an abrasive 

gel (NuPrep, Weaver and Company, Aurora, CO, USA) prior to electrode placement 

(FSTB3 Ag/AcCl, Skintact). To ensure clear signaling, the electrodes were placed in 

resting positions, to account for the participant’s resting back in the Biodex. Exact electrode 

placement is not essential to its operation (Tan et al. 2006). 6 pre-gelled surface electrodes 

were then placed on the prepared surfaces, and then the unit attached to the participant. 

Following placement, the PhysioFlow was calibrated to the participant’s resting blood 

pressure and set at a sampling frequency of 1 Hz (every second). 

 

4.4.7 Blood Pressure, Arterial-Venous Oxygen Difference, Peripheral Vascular 

Resistance 

 

 Blood Pressure (BP) was measured pre and post through all exercise and 

temperature trials using an automatic blood pressure cuff (UA-787EJCN, LifeSource, 

Blood Pressure Direct, Senneville, Canada). Q̇ and BP were used to calculate total 

peripheral resistance (TPR) (aka systemic vascular resistance) as indicated previously 

(Rissanen et al. 2015).  

 Arterial-venous oxygen difference was determined through Fick’s equation for 

V̇O2. (Fick, 1870; Krustrup et al, 2003): 
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(5)  V̇O2 = Q̇ • a-vO2diff   OR   a-vO2diff = V̇O2 / Q̇ 

 

This equation was used to determine muscle and whole body a-vO2diff. These were 

calculated by using the following variables: CO and steady state values of V̇O2p for whole 

body measures, and steady state mean averages of Q̇mus and V̇O2m for muscle a-vO2diff. 

(6)  

𝑀𝐴𝑃 =
1

3
∗ 𝑆𝐵𝑃 +

2

3
∗ 𝐷𝐵𝑃 

Where MAP is mean arterial pressure, SBP is systolic blood pressure, and DBP is diastolic 

blood pressure. Units mmHg 

(7)  

𝑇𝑃𝑅 =
𝑀𝐴𝑃

𝐶𝑂
  

 

Where TPR is total peripheral resistance, CO is cardiac output, and MAP is mean arterial 

pressure derived from equation (7).  

 

(8) PVR = MAP / Qleg 

 

Peripheral vascular resistance (PVR) or also systemic vascular resistance was derived for 

leg blood flow. The MAP for these variables were the same as calculated above.  

4.5 Statistical Analysis 

 

Prior to statistical analysis, the Shapiro-Wilk test for Normality, and the Brown-

Forsythe test for Equal Variance were performed to assess assumptions of the data. Two-
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way repeated measures ANOVA were performed on the last 30-sec of baseline and at each 

increasing exercise intensity for Tleg, Q̇mus, Q̇leg, V̇O2m, V̇O2p, %TSI, Q̇, SV, Cardiac Index 

(CI), PVR, a-vO2diff, with the factors of muscle temperature (levels: TN, CO, HT), and 

exercise intensity (levels: rest, 10%, 30%, and 50%). MAP was analyzed with a three-way 

repeated measures ANOVA, accounting for pre- and post- measurements. Regarding the 

Q̇mus / V̇O2m relationship, a one-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to compare the 

thermal influences of the slope of the regression line for each participant’s Q̇mus / V̇O2m 

response to exercise intensity and each thermal condition. For data quality maintenance, 

prior to statistical analysis, bioimpedance data points were checked for signal quality. Data 

points with a <75% signal quality value were manually excluded. Data analysis for 

cardiorespiratory variables were run on a sample size of n = 7. Cardiovascular variables 

were analyzed via a sample size of n = 9. Q̇leg had a sample size of n = 6. The remaining 

variables had a sample size of n = 11. The results are reported in mean ± SE with a p-value 

less than 0.05 for significant statistical differences. A post hoc test was performed using 

Tukey’s test. For the variables that failed normality, Tmus and PVR, non-parametric 

Wilcoxon tests were performed. Statistical analysis was completed using SPSS 24.  
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Chapter 5 

5.0 Results 

5.1 Leg and Muscle Thermal Data 

 

Leg and muscle thermal responses in each experimental condition are shown in 

Figure 15. Muscle temperature (Tmus) was affected by both temperature and exercise 

intensity (p < 0.001). Tmus was significantly higher in HT compared to both TN (HT: 38.1 

 0.12C vs. TN: 36.0  0.14C; p  0.005) and CO (CO: 31.4  0.30C; p  0.005), and 

lower in CO compared to TN (p  0.003) (Figure 15, panel A). Tmus also increased with 

exercise intensity (p < 0.001). Moreover, an interaction between temperature and intensity 

was observed as Tmus in HT was higher than TN, and Tmus in CO was lower than TN across 

all exercise intensities (p < 0.014). 

Leg temperature (Tleg) was significantly higher in HT condition compared to TN 

(HT: 39.8  0.23C vs. TN: 33.4  0.15C; p < 0.001) and CO (CO: 23.0  0.63C; p < 

0.001), and lower in CO compared to TN (p < 0.001) (Figure 15, panel B). This was 

observed at rest and at each exercise intensity (p < 0.001). The main effect of exercise 

intensity was not significant (p = 0.261). In TN, Tleg at 50%MVC (34.1  0.31C) was 

significantly higher than at Rest (33.2  0.28C; p = 0.037), 10%MVC (33.2  0.25C; p 

= 0.009), and 30%MVC (33.4  0.33C; p = 0.003). There were no other significantly 
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different interactions within CO (p > 0.543) and HT (p > 0.614).  

 

 
Figure 14: Muscle and Leg temperature responses over steady state exercise intensities in TN (filled circle), CO (hollow 

circle), and HT (filled upside down triangle). * Statistical difference between thermal conditions within exercise 

intensities (p < 0.05). 

5.2 Blood Flow and Oxygenation Responses 

 

Muscle blood flow (Q̇mus) was influenced by temperature, as Q̇mus in HT was 

significantly higher compared to TN (TN: 3.01  0.309 vs. HT: 5.70  0.372 in ml•min-

1
•100ml-1; p < 0.001) and CO (2.45  0.218 ml•min-1

•100ml-1; p < 0.001) (Figure 16, Panel 
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A). No significant differences were found for Q̇mus between TN and CO (p > 0.05). Q̇mus 

also increased with exercise intensity (p = 0.001). Moreover, the interaction of temperature 

within exercise intensity showed that at rest Q̇mus was lower in TN (p < 0.001) and CO (p 

= 0.001) compared to HT, however Q̇mus in CO was not different from TN. This was seen 

also at 10% (p < 0.005), 30% (p < 0.001) and 50%MVC (p < 0.019).  

Muscle oxygen consumption (V̇O2m) was influenced by temperature, as it was 

lower in CO compared to TN (TN: 0.451  0.0527 vs. CO: 0.391  0.0482 ml•min-1
•100g-

1; p = 0.018) and HT (0.499  0.0561 ml•min-1
•100g-1; p = 0.028) (Figure 16, Panel B). 

The V̇O2m responses in TN and HT were not significantly different from each other (p > 

0.05). V̇O2m significantly increased with exercise intensity (p = 0.002). At rest, V̇O2m was 

higher in HT compared to TN (p = 0.039). At 30%MVC, V̇O2m in TN was higher compared 

to in CO (p = 0.034).  

Leg blood flow (Q̇leg) was not affected by temperature (TN: 0.148  0.0317 L•min-

1; CO: 0.142  0.0201 L•min-1; HT: 0.202  0.0263 L•min-1; p = 0.357), however it was 

affected by exercise intensity (p = 0.002). Q̇leg was significantly higher at 50%MVC (0.266 

 0.0364 L•min-1) compared to Rest (0.087  0.0128 L•min-1; p = 0.003) and 10%MVC 

(0.114  0.0144 L•min-1; p = 0.010). The interaction between TN and exercise intensity 

demonstrated that in TN, Q̇leg was significantly higher at 50%MVC (0.257  0.0803 L•min-

1) compares to at Rest (0.078  0.0243 L•min-1; p = 0.019). (Figure 16, Panel C).  

%TSI decreased significantly with exercise intensity (p = 0.005) (Figure 16, Panel 

D). Moreover, temperature interactions within exercise intensities showed that at 

rest, %TSI in TN was significantly lower than HT (p = 0.023). There were no interactions 
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in %TSI between temperature conditions within in 10% (p > 0.182), 30% (p > 0.629), and 

50%MVC (p > 0.563).  

 

 

Figure 15: Oxidative variables of Muscle Blood Flow (Q̇mus), Leg Blood Flow (Q̇leg), Leg Oxygen Uptake (V̇O2m), and 

percent Tissue Saturation Index (%TSI) over steady state exercise intensities. Main effects are shown as significant (p 

< 0.05) between TN vs CO, and CO vs HT. Interactions of temperature within each exercise intensity (p < 0.05) are 

shown as * between CO vs HT, between $ TN vs CO, and between § TN vs CO.  

 

The relationship and data points in each condition between Q̇mus and V̇O2m for 

each temperature condition is shown in Figure 17. This relationship was significantly 

influenced by temperature (p = 0.007). The regression line slope was 0.173  0.101 in 

TN, 0.187  0.0655 in CO, and 0.107  0.0413 in HT. The analysis for this relationship 

was derived from calculating the regression for each participant’s thermal exercise 

conditions as their exercise intensity increased. This output was then used in a one-way 
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RM ANOVA to determine the following. The slope in CO was significantly higher than 

HT (p = 0.009), however it was not significantly higher than TN (p = 1.000). HT was, 

however, significantly lower than TN (p = 0.035). 

 

 
Figure 16: The relationship between Q̇mus and V̇O2m in Thermoneutral (filled circle), Cooling (empty circle), and 

Heating (filled upside-down triangle). The regression lines for each temperature data set are also shown The displayed 

regression lines were not statistically analysed, however the individual participant regressions were.   

5.3 Cardiorespiratory Responses 

 

Average cardiorespiratory responses are shown in Figure 18. Absolute and relative 

whole body oxygen consumption (V̇O2p) were not modulated by temperature (p  0.959) 

(Figure 18, panel C & D). However, V̇O2p was influenced by exercise intensity (p < 0.001) 

as it increased from Rest (394.8  20.30 ml•min-1, 5.29  0.313 ml•kg-1
•min-1) through to 

50%MVC (996.0  42.69 ml•min-1, 13.32  0.649 ml•kg-1
•min-1; p  0.001). Within each 
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exercise intensity, V̇O2p displayed no differences between temperature conditions (p > 

0.294).  

Minute ventilation (V̇E) was not influenced by temperature (p = 0.583) (Figure 18, 

panel A) but increased with exercise intensity (p > 0.001). Compared to Rest (9.7  0.45 

L•min-1), V̇E at 10% (12.1  0.29 L•min-1; p = 0.001), 30% (17.5  0.78 L•min-1; p < 0.001), 

50% (22.4  0.83 L•min-1; p < 0.001) were significantly higher. There were no interactions 

between temperature and exercise intensity on V̇E (p > 0.698). 

Respiratory quotient (RQ) was higher TN (0.76  0.015) compared to CO (0.71  

0.013; p = 0.018) and HT (0.71  0.016; p = 0.028) (Figure 18, panel B). Also, RQ was 

lower at 10%MVC (0.68  0.012) compared to 50%MVC (0.77  0.016; p = 0.005). At 

rest and 30%MVC there were no interactions between temperature and exercise intensity 

on RQ (p > 0.054). However, at 10%MVC, RQ in TN was significantly higher than in CO 

(p = 0.008) and HT (p = 0.008). At 50%MVC, RQ was higher in TN than in HT (p = 0.026).  
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Figure 17: Cardiorespiratory variables including Minute Ventilation (VE), Respiratory Quotient (RQ), and whole body 

Oxygen Uptake (V̇O2p) over steady state exercise intensities. Main effect differences (p < 0.05) between † TN vs CO and 

‡ TN vs HT. Interactions of temperature within each exercise intensity (p < 0.05) are shown as $ TN vs CO and § TN vs 

HT. 

5.4 Cardiovascular Hemodynamics Responses 

 

Average cardiovascular responses are shown in Figure 19. Heart Rate (HR) was 

lower in CO (83.0  2.85bpm) compared to HT (90.3  2.75bpm; p = 0.009) across 

intensities (Figure 19, panel A). Moreover, HR increased with exercise intensity and was 

different between exercise intensities from Rest (74.2  2.00bpm) to 50%MVC (100.7  

3.57bpm; p = 0.001). At rest and 10%MVC, HR in CO was significantly lower than in HT 

(p < 0.049). At 30%MVC, HR in CO were significantly lower than in TN (p = 0.025) and 

HT (p = 0.004). There were no interactions in HR between temperature conditions at 

50%MVC (p > 0.145).  
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Stroke volume (SV) was not influenced by temperature (p = 0.384) (Figure 19, 

panel B) but increased with exercise intensity (p < 0.001). Compared to Rest (90.0  

2.45mL), SV at 30% (98.8  2.16mL; p = 0.045) and 50%MVC (102.0  2.08mL; p = 

0.007) were significantly higher. SV at 50%MVC was also significantly higher than 

10%MVC (95.4  2.39mL; p = 0.003). There were no interactions for SV between 

temperature and exercise intensities (p > 0.346). 

 Cardiac Output (Q̇) showed a main effect of temperature (p = 0.029), however, post 

hoc analyses revealed no differences between HT (8.69  0.286L•min-1), CO (7.82  

0.272L•min-1) and TN (8.45  0.320L•min-1; p > 0.057) (Figure 19, panel C). Furthermore, 

Q̇ increased with exercise intensity (p < 0.001) as each condition was significantly different 

from the others from Rest (6.61  0.180) to 50%MVC (10.16  0.294). At 30%MVC only, 

Q̇ was higher in HT compared to CO (p = 0.029). At rest, 10%, and 50%, there were no 

other interactions between temperature conditions (p > 0.056) for Q̇. 
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Figure 18: Cardiovascular variables including Heart Rate (HR), Stroke Volume (SV), and Cardiac Output (Q) over 

steady state exercise intensities. Main effect differences between †† CO vs HT (p < 0.05). Interactions of temperature 

within each exercise intensity (p < 0.05) are shown as * CO vs HT and $ TN vs CO 
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5.5 Blood pressure, a-vO2diff, and PVR 

 

Systolic and Diastolic Pressure pre and post exercise was not influenced by 

temperature (p > 0.517). (Figure 20) Blood pressure (BP) was influenced by exercise 

intensity for post exercise systolic (SBPpost) and diastolic (DBPpost) pressure (p < 0.028), 

as well as pre diastolic (DBPpre) pressure (p = 0.007). Pre exercise systolic blood pressure 

(SBPpre) was not, however, influenced by exercise intensity (p = 0.781). SBPpost 

10%MVC (129  3.2 mmHg) was significantly lower than at 50%MVC (145  3.2 

mmHg). Within TN (p = 0.041) and HT (p = 0.034) SBPpost was significantly higher in 

50%MVC than in 10%MVC. DBPpre 10%MVC (78  0.6 mmHg) was significantly lower 

than at 50%MVC (81  0.6 mmHg). Within HT (p = 0.011) DBPpre was significantly 

higher in 50%MVC than in 10%MVC.DBPpost 10%MVC (82  1.5 mmHg) was 

significantly lower than at 50%MVC (87  1.5 mmHg). No further interactions were seen 

for DBPpost.  
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Figure 19: Systolic and Diastolic Blood Pressure measured pre and post exercise in each temperature condition. No 

significant statistical differences between temperatures. 

 

Whole-Body atrioventricular oxygen difference (a-vO2diffbody) was not influenced 

by temperature (p = 0.067), however it was influenced by exercise intensity (p < 0.001) 

(Figure 21, panel B). a-vO2diffbody was significantly different between all exercise 

intensities (Rest: 6.24  0.347; 10%MVC: 7.15  0.287; 30%MVC: 8.56  0.291; 

50%MVC: 10.23  0.273 mL•100mL-1; p < 0.011) except a-vO2diffbody at Rest compared 

with at 10%MVC (p = 0.324). Multiple interactions were seen between exercise intensities 

a-vO2diffbody within each temperature condition (p < 0.043), except for Rest vs 10% and 

30%MVC in TN (p > 0.054) and CO (p > 0.067), and for 10% vs 30%MVC in the HT 

condition (p = 0.148). There were no differences between temperature conditions for a-

vO2diffbody within each exercise intensity (p > 0.139). 
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Muscle atrioventricular oxygen difference (a-vO2diffmus) was influenced by 

temperature (p < 0.001), as a-vO2diffmus in heating (0.093  0.0097 mL•min-1
•100mL-1) was 

significantly lower than thermoneutral (0.159  0.0132 mL•min-1
•100mL-1; p < 0.001) and 

cooling (0.152  0.0111 mL•min-1
•100mL-1; p < 0.001) (Figure 21, panel A). a-vO2diffmus 

was influenced by exercise intensity (p < 0.001), as 50%MVC (0.179  0.0297 mL•min-

1
•100mL-1) was significantly higher than Rest (0.106  0.0180 mL•min-1

•100mL-1) and 

10%MVC (0.117  0.0257 mL•min-1
•100mL-1). Within TN, CO, and HT, Rest and 

50%MVC (p < 0.025) were significantly different. Within TN and CO only, 10%MVC and 

50%MVC (p < 0.044) were significantly different. The interactions within each exercise 

intensity, except Rest, shows a significant difference between HT compared to both CO (p 

< 0.034) and TN (p < 0.008).  

Total peripheral resistance (TPR) was influenced by temperature (p = 0.010) as CO 

(13.012  0.311mmHg•min•L-1) was significantly higher than HT (11.53  0.311 

mmHg•min•L-1; p = 0.009) (Figure 21, panel C). TPR was also influenced by exercise 

intensity (p < 0.001), as Rest (13.92  0.226), 10% (12.68  0.226), 30% (11.54  0.233), 

and 50%MVC (10.76  0.233) were all significantly different from each other (p < 0.009), 

except 30% vs. 50%MVC (p = 0.145). For the interactions between exercise intensity and 

temperature condition, there were several within each temperature condition. Within TN, 

all exercise intensities were significantly different from the other (p < 0.001), except 

50%MVC compared to Rest (p = 0.050) and 30%MVC (p = 1.000). Within CO, all exercise 

intensities were significantly different from the other (p < 0.046), except 30%MVC 

compared to 10%MVC (p = 1.000) and 50%MVC (p = 0.501). Within HT, all exercise 

intensities were significantly different from the other (p < 0.024), except 10%MVC 
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compared to Rest (p = 0.190) and 30%MVC (p = 0.843), as well as 30% vs 50%MVC (p 

= 0.772). For temperature interactions within exercise intensities, at Rest and 30%MVC, 

CO and HT conditions were significantly different (p < 0.031).   

Unlike TPR, Peripheral Vascular Resistance (PVR) was not significantly 

influenced by temperature (TN: 1.674  0.397; CO: 1.258  0.424; HT: 0.756  0.451 

mmHg•min•L-1; p = 0.327) or exercise intensity (Rest: 1.585  0.255; 10%: 1.328  0.255; 

30%: 1.295  0.275; 50%: 0.709  0.307 mmHg•min•L-1; p = 0.204) (Figure 21, panel E). 

For temperature interactions within exercise intensities, at Rest and 30%MVC, HT was 

significantly lower than TN (p < 0.025). 

Mean arterial pressure (MAP) was not influenced by temperature (p > 0.585), 

however was influenced by exercise intensity both pre (p = 0.015) to post (p = 0.003) 

(Figure 21, panel D). MAPpre 10%MVC (92.12  0.541mmHg) was significantly lower 

than 50%MVC (94.60  0.541mmHg) (p = 0.012). Within HT, MAPpre at 10%MVC was 

significantly lower than 50%MVC (p = 0.013). MAPpost 10%MVC (97.57   1.628 mmHg) 

was significantly lower than 50%MVC (106.76  1.628mmHg) (p = 0.002). Within HT, 

MAPpost at 10%MVC was significantly lower than 50%MVC (p = 0.037). No other 

interactions occurred between MAPpre and MAPpost for temperature and exercise intensity 

conditions.  
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Figure 20: a-vO2diff of the A. Muscle and B. Whole-Body, with C. Total Peripheral Resistance (TPR), D. Mean arterial 

pressure (MAP), and E.  Peripheral Vascular Resistance (PVR) during TN, CO, and HT at steady state exercise intensities. 

Main effects are shown as significant (p < 0.05) between † TN vs CO, †† CO vs HT, and between ‡ TN vs HT. Interactions 

of temperature within each exercise intensity (p < 0.05) are shown as * CO vs HT, $ TN vs CO, and § TN vs HT. 
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Chapter 6 

6.0 Discussion  
 

To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the influence of muscle heating (HT) 

and cooling (CO) on the relationship between Q̇mus, V̇O2m, and %TSI during submaximal 

single-legged isokinetic knee extensions. The thermal gradient reached for the vastus 

lateralis muscle was -4.6C in CO and +2.1C in HT compared to thermoneutral 

temperature (36.02  0.139C). The main findings of this are: i) following muscle cooling, 

V̇O2m and Q̇mus were lower across exercise intensities when compared to muscle heating, 

resulting in a thermal effect on the V̇O2m / Q̇mus relationship, and ii) muscle cooling and 

heating did not result in changes in %TSI.  

6.1 Main Objectives from Current Research 
 

6.1.1 Exercise Modality and Protocol 

  

Exercise bouts were performed with the use of an isokinetic dynamometer, which 

was used to isolate the leg extensor muscles. This allowed the investigation of local Q̇mus 

and V̇O2m with minimal interference of other muscle groups on blood flow and oxygen 

demand. Moreover, steady state intervals were conducted to examine the differences, if 

any, between exercise intensities from rest to 10%, 30%, and 50% of MVC. Steady state 

values for Q̇mus, V̇O2m, and %TSI in thermoneutral have some variance between studies. 

This present study is within range for values of Q̇mus and V̇O2m achieved by Anderson & 

Saltin (1985). Q̇mus and V̇O2m is relatively higher in other work (Lucero et al., 2017; 

Richardson et al., 1993; Blomstrand et al., 1997), however the pattern of response is in 
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agreement. %TSI values are comparable to most studies (Lucero et al., 2017; Skovereng, 

2011; Gonzalez-Alonso et al., 2003). Lower exercise intensities were selected for this study 

as the examination of Q̇mus and V̇O2m at higher exercise intensities have yet to be validated 

when assessed via NIRS technology and also may have included fatigue as a confounding 

factor.  

6.1.2 Muscle Cooling and Heating on Q̇mus, V̇O2m, and %TSI responses 

 

The decrease seen in V̇O2m during muscle cooling in this study was unexpected 

based on some of the previous research in whole body cooling. The expected response, as 

hypothesized previously, was an increase due to increased metabolic activity in the cold 

(Blomstrand et al., 1986; Blomstrand & Essen-Gustavsson, 1987), stemming from 

impaired kinetic energy systems (Benett, 1985; Sidell, 1998), lower O2 diffusion 

coefficient and an increase in intracellular viscosity, ultimately leading to an increased 

oxygen demand at fixed workloads (Oksa et al., 2002). However, the decrease in V̇O2m  

may be in direct response to the isolating nature of the protocol, compared to whole body 

cooling. Responses for increasing V̇O2m have been attributed to i) shivering, and ii) a 

decrease in the net mechanical efficiency causing a higher recruitment of motor units to 

produce the same output (Doubt, 1991). With the decrease of V̇O2m examined within the 

bulk region of the VL, redistribution of consumption to other parts of the muscle may have 

occurred. Interestingly, Q̇mus in the cold was lower than warming, but not significantly 

different from thermoneutral. With local leg cooling only, and within a large muscle such 

as the VL, it is possible that rewarmed blood from the uncooled thermoneutral core limited 

the vasoconstriction effects of cooling. Considering that localized cooling does not cause 

the same whole-body response for pulling vascular blood to the core, it would be rational 
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for blood flow to be maintained within the muscle region despite local cooling. This 

response may have also stemmed from the natural heat production that occurs during 

exercise (Gleeson, 1998). Despite the fact that Q̇mus was only marginally affected by 

cooling, V̇O2m decreased, nonetheless. Obtaining a significant decrease in Q̇mus to ensure 

that this decrease in V̇O2m is still present, would have been ideal in understanding the 

outcomes. This also occurred nowhere near the maximal intensity of the quadricep 

extensors, indicating fatigue or decreased performance is not contributing to decreased 

V̇O2m. Tissue oxygen saturation (%TSI), as measured through NIRS, was not significantly 

decreased by cooling as seen by Hom et al. (2004). 

 

Local limb heating is known to induce local vasodilation and increase local Q̇ 

(Heinonen et al., 2011; Davis et al., 2006; Gonzalez-Alonso et al., 1999; Gleeson, 1998). 

The present study demonstrated an increase in Q̇mus from rest and each exercise intensity 

compared to both thermoneutral and cold conditions. Nonetheless, the increase in Q̇mus was 

not matched by V̇O2m, as V̇O2m was only greater in HT compared to CO, but not TN. The 

deep tissue heating method we utilized produced a muscle temperature change of only 

+2.1C. Muscle temperature also did not increase further despite the presence of exercise 

(Figure 15, A). Taken together, this would seem to point out a greater impact of cold on 

cellular metabolism, whereas heat seems to further influence local blood flow instead. This 

shows us that the oxidative capacity of muscle does not seem to be controlled or directly 

responsive to the delivery of oxygen. %TSI, as measured through NIRS, was not 

significantly higher in HT compared to TN as seen by Hom et al. (2004).  
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6.1.3 Whole-Body, Leg, and Muscle Blood Flow Responses 

 

Q̇mus demonstrates a general linear trend as workload increased, as expected by 

Saltin et al. (1998). Although limb blood flow (Q̇leg) is not being compared between whole-

body exercise and isolated quadricep exercise, we are able to visually identify the thermal 

influences in Q̇mus, however they remain non-significant. 

As we maintained lower exercise intensities, any sort of V̇O2 blunting that would 

be expected around 80% of the muscles peak power, as indicated by Mortensen et al. (2005), 

was not demonstrated. This allowed for a linear regression analysis with the data set to be 

sufficient.   

Q̇ was significantly lower in CO compared to HT at 30%MVC. The decrease in Q̇ 

contributes to the muscular level’s decrease in Q̇mus, while the increase in Q̇ contributes to 

the observed muscle blood flow response to heat. This is a consideration to maintain when 

looking at the relationship between consumption and flow on the muscular level. 

As indicated by Poiseuille’s law (Polluck & Makaryus, 2019), this study was able 

to manipulate blood flow in two ways: 1) increasing the pressure difference through an 

increase in exercise intensity, and by 2) influencing the systemic vascular resistance, 

through heating and cooling the blood vessels. By manipulating these variables and 

analyzing the responses, this study was able to examine some of the thermal related 

physiological mechanisms contributing to the blood flow and oxygen consumption that has 

not been seen yet.   

These factors influence circulatory responses: as vasoconstriction occurs with 

muscle cooling, systemic vascular resistance increases, and as vasodilation occurs with 

muscle heating, systemic vascular resistance decreases. As these measures were calculated 
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from whole body variables in an indirect manner, systemic resistance measures were 

unable to be obtained. However, interestingly, CO did significantly increase total vascular 

resistance (TPR), while HT did not. This may be due to the higher rate of cooling we were 

able to achieve in our participants in comparison to heating from thermoneutral.  

6.1.4 Vascular Resistance and Pressure 

 

TPR (also known as systemic vascular resistance) was higher in CO. This was 

expected as the vasoconstriction of the blood vessels due to cooling, increases resistance. 

The opposite, however, was not seen in HT. The vasodilatory response did not affect TPR 

significantly from neutral. This response may be due to the limited amount of muscle 

heating able to be achieved in our deep tissue muscle heating technique, mentioned in 

section 6.1.2. 

Mean arterial pressure (MAP) increased expectantly with exercise intensity. Due to 

our localized cooling and heating method, it was expected and confirmed through our 

results that MAP would not be influenced by temperature, as the equation for MAP is 

derived from systolic and diastolic blood pressure.  Similarly, whole body a-vO2diff was 

also not influenced by temperature due to the localized nature of our study. Alternatively, 

muscle a-vO2diff was calculated to be significantly lower in HT compared to TN and CO. 

As the equation for muscle a-vO2diff is V̇O2m divided by Q̇mus, the significant influences 

described previously are applied here.  

These responses are uniquely seen when comparing the regression lines of Q̇mus vs 

V̇O2m at each temperature. The HT regression line demonstrated a slower increase in V̇O2m 

with higher levels of Q̇mus compared to TN. Although, not significantly different from TN, 
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CO’s regression line tended to have a swifter increase in V̇O2m at lower Q̇mus. HT and CO 

were, however, significantly different in their relationship between Q̇mus and V̇O2m. 

6.1.5 Cardiorespiratory and Cardiovascular Measures 

 

As expected, pulmonary cardiorespiratory measures do not reflect this 

differentiation between thermal conditions. Local HT and CO did not have the same 

pulmonary responses of whole-body HT and CO, which is known to influence V̇O2p and 

Q̇ of the body. Localizing the exercise modality to the knee extensors, we were able to 

maintain the expected increases of the cardiopulmonary responses in response to exercise. 

The cardiovascular responses of heart rate (HR), stroke volume (SV), and whole-body 

blood flow (Q̇) showed some differences due to temperature conditions. At rest, 10%MVC, 

and 30%MVC, HR was significantly lower in CO compared to HT. 

 

6.1.6 Mechanisms 

 

Blood flow increases to meet the metabolic demand during incremental exercise, 

where the oxygen and substrate demand, and turnover in ATP-ADP-Pi, as well as other 

metabolic by-product production all increase. This delicate matching between V̇O2 and Q̇ 

has previously been presented to be linear and a proportional in nature increase (Andersen 

& Saltin, 1985; Richardson et al., 1993; Blomstrand et al., 1997; Radegran, 1998; Saltin et 

al., 1998). Interestingly, the present study challenges these assumptions during skeletal 

muscle thermal stress, where we observed a decrease in V̇O2m with cooling with limited 

change in Q̇mus. Whereas with heating, a disproportionate increase in Q̇mus was observed 

with an unmatched change in V̇O2m. Mechanistic adaptations of Q̇ to match V̇O2 have been 
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described (see review by Joyner and Casey, 2015), where mechanical, neural, metabolic 

signals regulate this phenomenon.  

A key mechanism regulating blood flow during exercise is the muscle pump, where, 

during the relaxation phase of contractions, a suction effect is applied to small blood vessels, 

allowing more blood to flow in the tissue. Since the exercise protocol of our study 

standardized the intensity of muscle contractions, it is likely that the muscle pump system 

did not meaningfully differ between conditions and did not affect our results. Moreover, 

the neural interplay between metabolic demand and blood flow is a complex one at best, 

especially since it includes the autonomic nervous system (Rowell, 2004), baroreceptors 

(Ogoh et al., 2003), vasodilator motor nerves, and neurally-released vasodilator factors, 

including histamine, acetylcholine, nitric oxide (NO), and epinephrine. Of these, 

epinephrine is known to increase in the cold, but is counteracted by the stronger increase 

in norepinephrine, a potent vasoconstrictor (Gagnon et al., 2014). Nitric oxide, an 

important regulator of muscle blood flow as its concentration increases with exercise 

(Roberts et al., 1999), has also received some attention under thermal stress. Kamariah 

Binti Md et al. (2011) observed a decrease in the activation of microvascular endothelial 

NO synthase under cold and shear stress, mimicking exercise. Beyond the neurally-

released vasodilation factors suggested to be responsible for the V̇O2 and Q̇ matching 

during exercise, substances released from contractile muscles, including adenosine, ADP 

and ATP have been proposed (Marshall, 2007), signalling either energy depletion, or high 

ATP turnover. Gonzalez-Alonso et al. (2011) demonstrated that increased arterial plasma 

ATP concentrations were closely related to increased muscle temperature during exercise 

to heat stress, and to greater leg blood flow. While we are unaware of studies examining 
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changes in arterial concentrations of ATP in the cold, a cold-induced inhibition of 

circulating ATP and eNOS activity remain attractive theories potentially explaining lower 

blood flow under cold stress (Gagnon et al., 2020). Finally, O2 and CO2 are blood-borne 

vasodilators regulating blood flow and influenced by thermal stress. A recent investigation 

observed lower venous PO2 and higher PCO2 following leg cooling and exercise (Gagnon 

et al., 2020), which would theoretically increase local blood flow. The multifactorial 

mechanistic pathways regulating blood flow during exercise has historically been a 

challenge to study as its inputs stem from mechanical, neural, and metabolic origins. The 

present study was not designed to investigate mechanisms regulating the O2 and Q̇ 

matching during exercise, but we can assert that, based on the present findings, likely arises 

from a myriad of signalling pathways.  

6.2 Applications 
 

The present findings give us a glimpse into the mechanical functions of skeletal 

muscle in response to heating and cooling. The known relationship between Q̇mus and V̇O2m 

seen in thermoneutral conditions is vastly different under thermal stress. With heating, 

blood flow increases with limited changes in oxygen consumption, whereas with cooling, 

oxygen consumption is meaningfully lowered. This information may improve athletic 

training under thermal stress and work performance in environmentally challenging 

occupational settings.  

A mass population study in 1999, examined the prevalence of atherosclerotic 

lesions in the carotid versus the femoral artery (Kroger et al., 1999). The findings indicated 

a significantly higher prevalence in the femoral artery, indicating much higher incidence 

of dysfunction in the lower limb. With this in mind, this study assisted in determining some 
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of the vascular impacts of local heating and cooling. This may assist future research in the 

prevention of vascular disfunction, which is most common in the lower limbs. 

 

6.3 Limitations 
 

Due to the nature of localized heating and cooling, the blood entering into the 

muscle was likely thermally neutral, at reflecting core temperature, or approximately 37°C, 

creating challenges to maintain a strong thermal gradient between conditions. The proximal 

location of the vastus lateralis allows for blood re-cooling or re-warming in the distal 

region of the leg.  

A second important limitation to address is sample size (n = 11). Data analysis for 

cardiorespiratory variables were run on a sample size of n = 7. Cardiovascular variables 

were analyzed via a sample size of n = 9, and Q̇leg was analyzed from a sample size of n = 

6. The remainder of the variables were analyzed with a sample size of n = 11. Challenges 

during data collection precluded us from using data sets from all participants, ultimately 

lowering calculated statistical power.  

 The population in this research study were all males, based on convenience 

population sampling. Differences between males and females, such as oxygen consumption 

values ~10-15% lower, relatively lower skeletal muscle mass, lower hematocrit and 

hemoglobin levels (Durstine et al., 1987; Pate et al., 1987; Saltin & Astrand, 1967), may 

influence oxygen consumption and blood flow values in this study.  

 Finally, it is nearly impossible to distinguish with NIRS between muscle and 

capillary blood flow. The extreme increase in muscle blood flow may be partly a result of 

skin capillary blood flow.  
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6.4 Future Research 
 

Future research should examine the cross-reference relationship of resting limb 

cooling or heating’s response on the opposing exercising limb’s V̇O2m and Q̇mus. 

Determining if there is a pulling of resources from one limb to another would provide 

information on the relationship between the lower limbs. Further research may be found 

through analyzing the relationship between whole body and muscular variables in regard 

to local cooling and heating. Current research in this area tend to focus on the reverse 

relationship of muscle effect on whole-body heating or cooling.  

6.5 Conclusions 
 

This study investigated the influence of muscle heating and cooling on the 

relationship between Q̇mus, V̇O2m, and %TSI during submaximal single-legged isokinetic 

knee extensions in humans. The main finding of the present work is that the V̇O2m / Q̇mus 

relationship was significantly influenced by temperature. With muscle heating, the V̇O2m / 

Q̇mus relationship slope was much lower than that in thermoneutral and cold muscle 

temperatures. This demonstrated that, with heating, the over saturation of Q̇mus had only 

limited impacts on V̇O2m. Moreover, decreasing Q̇mus with muscle cooling was observed 

along a greater V̇O2m response.  Combined these responses seem to indicate the limited 

impact of blood perfusion on V̇O2m response at submaximal intensities during isokinetic 

leg extensions. Finally, %TSI remained uninfluenced by muscle heating and cooling.  

This work could be incorporated into sports training. Muscle cooling or heating could 

provide a local environment that can decrease oxygen consumption (cooling) or increase 

blood flow (heating) without needing to reach the same exercise intensities demonstrated 

in thermoneutral.   



 

 
 

Table 1: Participant characteristics stated as mean values ± standard deviations 

(n = 11) Mean ± SD 

Age (years) 23 ± 3.1  

Height (cm) 176.2 ± 6.99 

Weight (kg) 77.6 ± 8.65 

ATT (cm) 0.60 ± 0.210 

H-W Ratio 1.18 ± 0.066 

Body Density 1.0607 ± 0.00931 

Body Fat (%) 16.72 ± 4.122 

BMI (kg/m2) 25.0 ± 2.50 

MVC (N•m) 137.5 ± 15.23 

 (Abbreviations: ATT, adipose tissue thickness; BMI, body mass index; MVC, maximal 

voluntary contraction) 
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Chapter 8 

8.0 Appendices 
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Appendix 2: Raw averages of NIRS oxidative variables with correction coefficient adjustments.

  

O2Hb

V1 0.1888 ± 0.02036 0.6697 ± 0.10067 0.8429 ± 0.08586 0.8451 ± 0.10037

A1 -0.1757 ± 0.03842 -0.1647 ± 0.00034 -0.4640 ± 0.06019 -0.6921 ± 0.00082 -0.6818 ± 0.08185 -1.1437 ± 0.00155 -0.7579 ± 0.08312 -1.4924 ± 0.00160

HHb

V1 0.0697 ± 0.00723 0.3756 ± 0.04755 0.5359 ± 0.06805 0.7338 ± 0.10594

A1 -0.0110 ± 0.02011 0.1647 ± 0.02493 0.2280 ± 0.03979 0.6876 ± 0.07158 0.4619 ± 0.08167 1.1437 ± 0.11897 0.7345 ± 0.09353 1.4924 ± 0.14244

tHb

V1 0.2585 ± 0.02577 1.0453 ± 0.14096 1.3789 ± 0.12174 1.5788 ± 0.15621

A1 -0.1867 ± 0.05603 -0.2360 ± 0.07273 -0.2199 ± 0.11219 -0.0234 ± 0.10500

HbDiff

V1 0.1192 ± 0.01641 0.2941 ± 0.07016 0.3070 ± 0.09585 0.1113 ± 0.13489

A1 -0.1647 ± 0.02494 -0.3293 ± 0.02493 -0.6921 ± 0.07158 -1.3752 ± 0.07342 -1.1437 ± 0.11897 -2.2874 ± 0.11897 -1.4924 ± 0.14244 -2.9848 ± 0.14244

B(t)

-0.0021 ± 0.04987 -0.0091 ± 0.14683 -0.0139 ± 0.23794 -0.0158 ± 0.28488

O2Hb

V1 0.2111 ± 0.02690 0.4649 ± 0.04134 0.5231 ± 0.06145 0.6513 ± 0.08602

A1 -0.1641 ± 0.03538 -0.1728 ± 0.00055 -0.3167 ± 0.03110 -0.5397 ± 0.00077 -0.4483 ± 0.06936 -0.8835 ± 0.00126 -0.6474 ± 0.07322 -1.4318 ± 0.00117

HHb

V1 0.1080 ± 0.01057 0.3524 ± 0.04236 0.5149 ± 0.06283 0.6489 ± 0.07347

A1 0.0087 ± 0.01092 0.1728 ± 0.02896 0.2230 ± 0.02901 0.5397 ± 0.04115 0.4352 ± 0.06503 0.8835 ± 0.10361 0.7844 ± 0.08714 1.4318 ± 0.13426

tHb

V1 0.3190 ± 0.03485 0.8173 ± 0.07677 1.0380 ± 0.10770 1.3002 ± 0.11438

A1 -0.1554 ± 0.04363 -0.0938 ± 0.04388 -0.0130 ± 0.08569 0.1369 ± 0.08879

HbDiff

V1 0.1031 ± 0.02136 0.1125 ± 0.03337 0.0082 ± 0.06205 0.0024 ± 0.11185

A1 -0.1728 ± 0.02896 -0.3456 ± 0.02896 -0.5397 ± 0.04115 -1.0794 ± 0.04115 -0.8835 ± 0.10361 -1.7671 ± 0.10361 -1.4318 ± 0.13426 -2.8635 ± 0.13426

B(t)

-0.0029 ± 0.05792 -0.0083 ± 0.08229 -0.0116 ± 0.20723 -0.0166 ± 0.26852

O2Hb

V1 0.8348 ± 0.09220 1.4074 ± 0.10986 1.8520 ± 0.13027 1.5745 ± 0.14078

A1 -0.3501 ± 0.06954 -0.3579 ± 0.00051 -0.5355 ± 0.09037 -0.7693 ± 0.00081 -0.5205 ± 0.05684 -1.0457 ± 0.00096 -0.7578 ± 0.08793 -1.6877 ± 0.00138

HHb

V1 0.2521 ± 0.02420 0.5488 ± 0.06296 0.7753 ± 0.08856 0.8017 ± 0.10436

A1 0.0078 ± 0.02856 0.3579 ± 0.05850 0.2338 ± 0.05268 0.7693 ± 0.08911 0.5253 ± 0.07575 1.0457 ± 0.10886 0.9300 ± 0.11117 1.6878 ± 0.18997

tHb

V1 1.0869 ± 0.11220 1.9562 ± 0.14283 2.6272 ± 0.16773 2.3762 ± 0.17890

A1 -0.3423 ± 0.08877 -0.3017 ± 0.11809 0.0048 ± 0.07803 0.1722 ± 0.06398

HbDiff

V1 0.5827 ± 0.07474 0.8585 ± 0.10799 1.0767 ± 0.14661 0.7728 ± 0.17151

A1 -0.3579 ± 0.05850 -0.7158 ± 0.05850 -0.7693 ± 0.08911 -1.5386 ± 0.08911 -1.0457 ± 0.10886 -2.0915 ± 0.10886 -1.6877 ± 0.18997 -3.3755 ± 0.18997

B(t)

-0.0026 ± 0.116996 -0.0068 ± 0.17822 -0.0094 ± 0.21771 -0.0146 ± 0.37994

Corrected

Corrected

Cold

Hot

Rest Corrected 10% Corrected 30% Corrected 50%

50% Corrected

Thermoneutral

Rest Corrected 10% Corrected 30% Corrected 50%

Rest Corrected 10% Corrected 30% Corrected
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Appendix 3: Fully instrumented subject during baseline measurements. 
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Appendix 4: Intramuscular temperature probe instrumentation. 
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Appendix 5: Proximal Leg Artery Reference Diagram (Klabunde, 2019) (Used with permission from Richard Klabunde on 27 OCT 2020) 

 
 

 

 


